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- Saw frame: #110132 $7.89 - only if you do not own a jeweler’s saw frame already.


-  Herkules White Label #3/0 Saw Blade Item #: 110035 $3.40 


-  Needle File Set, Cut #2, Set of 12 Item #: 114257 $8.95 - only if you do not own files 
already. 

If you plan to use only sterling silver for all of your projects, please purchase the 
following items below.  Using sterling silver is OPTIONAL so, if you prefer to use 
copper please make sure to have the same gauges available as the sterling.


-  High-Speed Steel Twist Drill, #56 , 1.18mm Item #: 349415 $6.45


- Chasing Hammer, 4 oz. Item #: 112227 $9.65


- Silicon Carbide Wet/Dry Sandpaper 320,400,600 grit - if you already have it, great!-


- Steel Bench Block, 2 x 2 x 3/4" Item #: 112560 $9.90


-  V-Slot Bench Pin and Clamp Item #: 110010 $7.45 


-  Burnisher Item#113017. $3.75

- Sterling silver 3”x 3/8” 20ga dead soft  Item# 100458 $6.24

- Sterling silver 3” x 3/8” 16ga dead soft Item # 100456 $9.72

- LYNX Round Burrs Set of 12 Item #344335 $8.95

- Rio High Speed Steel Stone Setting burr 2.5mm Item #345709 $3.60

- Sterling silver strip 1” x 1” 22ga dead soft $4.35

- Sterling silver 2.54mm seamless tubing - hard 12” length Item #100953 $9.14

- Sterling silver 1.8 mm seamless tubing hard 12” length Item # 100903 $5.23

- Hight Speed Steel twist drill #51 1.7mm Item # 349410 $6.45

- Pin Vise Item#113927 $4.20


  

- If you have any questions regarding stones please email me. This can range from $ - 
$$$$ 


(2) 2.5 mm round faceted - CZ whatever color you desire. Synthetic stones are great to 
use for beginner flush setting.   
(1) 6mm CZ approx.  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- Steel burnisher for flush setting


AnastasiaYoung

Steel Burnisher for Stone Setting | Jewelry Making | Flush Setting

$18.00

In stock

https://www.etsy.com/shop/AnastasiaYoung?ref=simple-shop-header-
name&listing_id=524904054 


www.amazon.com


- Circle template 1mm smallest dimension: Link below


RZDEAL Circle Round Stencil Template Artist Design Drawing Aid Tool (Diameter from 
1 mm to 37 mm) $5.99. 

  


You will need a drill. I’ve listed a few suggestions below. If you have a drill already 
and have questions about if it will work for this class, please email me at 
lisajohnsonstudio@gmail.com 
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-Hand Drill Item #: 117016 $21.60 
-ProdigyTM Flex Shaft System with Key-Type Handpiece Item #: 117095 $89 


www.harborfreight.com 
- Chicago Electric 
Heavy Duty Flexible Shaft Grinder/Carver Rotary Tool $50 


Some things from home or local store.. 


- glue stick 
- ruler 
- ultra fine tip sharpie 
- computer paper 
- nail & garage claw hammer 
- safety glasses and magnifying visor 
- mask for sanding and filing 
- masking tape 
- if you have 320, 400, and 600 grit wet/dry sand paper already- great!


Approx Total $180
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Please do not hesitate to email me with ANY questions! 



